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Abstract 

The effect of temperature on the impact toughness and fracture behavior of a 10% Cr-2% W-

0.7% Mo-3% Co-0.05% Nb-0.2% V-0.008% B-0.003% N (all in wt%) steel was studied. The 

ductile-brittle transition (DBT) occurs at 10C. At the DBT temperature (DBTT), the onset of 

unstable crack propagation occurs at the maximum load. The embrittlement is attributed to the onset 

of unstable crack propagation at stresses below the general yielding. A decrease in nitrogen content 

and an increase in boron content lead to the formation of chains of closely spaced M23C6 carbides at 

lath boundaries. The formation of numerous voids at carbide-matrix boundaries results in the 

appearance of crack with critical dimension after stable crack propagation over a very short 

distance. As a result, the energy of the stable crack propagation is low and the embrittlement takes 

place at relatively high temperature. 
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1. Introduction 

Heat-resistant high-chromium martensitic steels are widely used in various critical 

components of fossil power plants due to their superior creep resistance and high-temperature 

strength [1,2]. High fracture toughness is an important property to assure the reliability of steam 

turbine parts produced from these steels [1]. The 9% Cr steels with 0.1 wt% C and 0.05 wt% N 

exhibit a high toughness ≥ 200 J/cm
2 

at room temperature [3-10]. The ductile-brittle transition 

temperatures (DBTTs), which are estimated on the basis of 68 J criterion or the V-notch impact 
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